Rodent Guide
Environmental Enrichment

Social:
☐ Group Housing

Sheltering:
☐ Bio-Homes™ for Rats, Certified:
  Prod# K3420, Sterile - Prod# S3420
☐ Bio-Huts™ for Mice, Certified - Prod# K3352
☐ Bio-Tunnels™, Cardboard, for Mice:
  Prod# K3556, Sterile - Prod# S3556
☐ Bio-Tunnels™, Cardboard, for Rats:
  Prod# K3557, Sterile - Prod# S3557
☐ Crawl Balls™, Certified:
  Red - Prod# K3329, Amber - Prod# K3330
☐ Fat Rat Hut™, Certified - Red - Prod# K3365
☐ InnoDome™, Red, Sterile - Prod# S3174
☐ Mouse Arch™, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3455, Red - Prod# K3357
☐ Mouse Huts™, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3272, Blue - Prod# K3102, Red - Prod# K3271
☐ Mouse Igloos™, Certified
  Amber - Prod# K3328, Blue - Prod# K3570, Red - Prod# K3327
☐ Mouse Tunnels™, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3323, Red - Prod# K3322
☐ Pup Tents™, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3390, Blue - Prod# K3600, Red - Prod# K3389
☐ Rat Retreats™, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3246, Blue - Prod# K3170, Red - Prod# K3245
☐ Rat Tunnels™, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3326, Red - Prod# K3325
☐ Rat Tunnel™ Stainless Steel Caps, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3326-ECM, Red - Prod# K3325-ECM
☐ Rest Stop™, Small, Certified - Prod# K3391
☐ Rest Stop™, Medium, Certified - Prod# K3392
☐ Safe Harbor™ Mouse Retreat, Red, Certified - Product# K3583

Nesting:
☐ Bio-Homes™ for Rats, Certified:
  Prod# K3420, Sterile - Prod# S3420
☐ Bio-Huts™ for Mice, Paper, Certified - Prod# K3352
☐ Rodent Nesting Sheets™, Certified - Prod# K3510
☐ Nesting Sheet Dispenser - Prod# 9916
☐ Timothy Hay, Mini Bales - Prod# S1013

Foraging:
☐ Bacon Yummies™, 190 mg, Certified - Prod# F05778
☐ Banana Chips - Prod# F7161
☐ Black Oil Sunflower Seeds, Sterile - Prod# S5137
☐ Fast Trac™ - For use with Mouse Igloo, Certified:
  Amber - Prod# K3250, Blue - Prod# K3251
**Running is a key component of foraging behavior
☐ Fruit and Veggie Medley, Certified - Prod# F7227
☐ Fruit Crunchies™, 190 mg, Certified - Prod# F05798
☐ Fruity Bites™, Certified - Prod# F6038
☐ Fruity Gems™, Certified - Prod# F5136
☐ InnoWheel™, Red, Sterile - Prod# S3175
  (For use with InnoDome)
**Running is a key component of foraging behavior
☐ Mardi Gras Foraging Mix, Certified - Prod# 9800-5
☐ Mealworms, Dried, Certified - Prod# 9264
☐ Peanuts in the Shell, Raw, Jumbo:
  Prod# F6711, Sterile - Prod# S6711
☐ Rodent Foraging Crumbles™, Bacon, Certified:
  Prod# F5783, Sterile - Prod# S5783
☐ Star Puffs, Certified - Prod# F7364
☐ Supreme Mini-Treats™, Certified: Banana - Prod# F05478,
  Chocolate - Prod# F05472, Marshmallow - Prod# F05474,
  Pina Colada - Prod# F05475, Very Berry - Prod# F05711
☐ Veggie Bites™, Certified - Prod# F5158
☐ Yogurt Drops, Certified - Prod# F6487
☐ Yogurt Drops, Wildberry Flavor, Certified - Prod# F7200
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Climbing:
- Mouse Trapeze - Prod# K3614
- Shower Curtain Snap Hook, Stainless Steel - Prod# 9095

Special Needs:
- Bacon Softies™, Certified - Prod# F3580
- Rodent BLT’s™ - Prod# F05072
- Love Mash, Reproductive Diet, Sterile - Prod# S3823P
- Nutra-Gel Diet, Grain-Based Formula, Cherry Flavor, 40 gm/Cube, 16 Cubes/Tray, Sterile - Prod# S4798-TRAY
- Nutra-Gel Diet™, Purified Formula, Bacon Flavor, 40 gm/Cube, 16 Cubes/Tray, Sterile - Prod# S5769-TRAY
- Nutra-Gel Diet™, Grain-Based Formula, Cherry Flavor, Dry Mix Kit - Prod# F4798-KIT
- Nutra-Gel Diet™, Purified Formula, Bacon Flavor Dry Mix Kit - Prod# F5769-KIT
- PRANG™, Certified: Apple - Prod# F2351-A, Banana - Prod# F2351-B, Cherry - Prod# F2351-C, Grape - Prod# F2351-G, Orange - Prod# F2351-O, Strawberry - Prod# F2351-S
- Transgenic Dough Diet™, Sterile - Prod# S3472

Gnawing:
- Bio-Serv Nylon Bones:
  - Petite, Green, Certified - Prod# K3580
  - Half Bone, Petite, Green, Certified - Prod# K3581
- Bio-Serv Gummy Bones:
  - Petite, Green, Certified - Prod# K3584
  - Half Bone, Petite, Green, Certified - Prod# K3585
- Cyclone Chew™, Small, Certified - Prod# K3610
- Dura-Chews, Certified: Small - Prod# K3514
- Nylabone, Petite, Natural Flavor, Certified - Prod# K3200
- Nylabone, Regular, Natural Flavor, Certified - Prod# K3201
- Manzanita Wood Gnawing Sticks, 3" - Product# W0016
- Wood Gnawing Blocks, Hardwood: Small - Prod# K3511, Medium - Prod# K3512, Large - Prod# K3513

This guide is a baseline for developing an appropriate enrichment program. For additional and more novel ideas, please contact one of our knowledgeable staff members.